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Cyberpunk 2020 solo skills

Summary of the following information details an alternative character creation process designed for use with Cyberpunk 2020. This includes new rules for buying skills, creating older characters, advantage and a disadvantage system, and a new way to figure out starting budgets. Character roles are not used. This will allow players responsible for greater
flexibility by creating characters. Any part of this system can be adapted for GMs and players who wish to maintain the use of regular CP2020 system roles. Removing roles is not an essential part of this system, although it is an important step, and the rest of this diversity will assume they are not in use. Feel free to use any of the parts you feel comfortable
with. This version (version 3.31) has been updated a little. It is reflected in a more standard cost system for advantages and disadvantages, as well as several new advads and disads. Many of the old advantages and disadvantages have been re-worked out and/or clarified. Some lifepath details have changed a bit, and I've made a few additions. Overall
everything works just like before. There's only a little more to work with. In my case, I roll 6D10+30, and distribute points. No features may be greater than 10 or below 2. Alternatively, to feel grittier, down to the ground, will feature players 54 points to allocate nine. They'll hate you for it, trust me. LIFEPATH character life can be produced in any way the player
or GM sees fit. I have included charts of my life path later in this document. I generally use this chart before dedicated skill points, since certain results may affect my skills, advantages, or disadvantages. Usually, I offer a way to save players as an option. Because some entries can be quite permanent, such as occasional disaster strikes! As a result, some
players are uncomfortable with the uncertainty involved. Another option is to let players roll in the charts as many or as many times as they want, in the character's age guidelines. It helps if they state a few rolls them out. General Motors must implement the player's decision. Skills in CP2020, characters get 40 SP to be distributed among 10 career skills and
their total INT+REF is spent on pickup skills. In this modified system, characters still receive a base of 40 SP, but they don't have to spend these skills on a job package because there are no roles. Points can be spent on any desired skill. Opt-out skill points are awarded depending on age (instead of INT+REF=Pick-Up SP's), and since older characters
should be far more experienced than younger ones, the number of SP pickups increases with age. SP pickups can also be spent on any skill. Here's how it works: AgeSP per 12131415161718192022222262728 554433322221111 -15-10-5-1369121416182021222232425 for each year after 28, Add a further SP to running total skill points (TSP). For
example, a 25-year-old character in CP2020 with REF+INT will receive a total of 12 pickup skill points, in addition to your 40-point career package. In this version, the same character will have a total of 62 skill points that can be spent on any skill on the main list. This may seem like a big boost, but it allows players to tailor their characters to their design, as
opposed to using professional stock skills that can limit character individuality. Note that a younger character has much less privilege to spend on skill than his older counterparts. Sixteen-year-old weeflerunner will be much less experienced, and this reflects his massive total of 43 skill points. It grants a lot of freedom in choosing the skill a player must have,
allowing them to create monster characters with 8 or more skills. This should be discouraged, since this failure aims to build a unique character that stands out from the rest of the pack as a person. I prefer to limit players to the skill level ceiling of 6, which is an impressive skill level on and from themselves. I shower characters with skill levels of 7 or higher as
masters in my chosen fields, and thus must be few and far between. It's not the year, those mileage characters older than 28 are reaching the twilight of their day. They are by no means young anymore, and the reflexes, stamina, and speed they have at the age of 21 may feel a little rusty, chipy, and worn. Starting at the age of 30, the player has either REF,
MA, or BOD, and rolls 1d10. If the result has not changed equally or below the stat (there is no reward for cyberurs, medications, etc.), the character loses 1 point in it. The lower the stat, the harder it will be to lose points in it. This happens again every two years until the age of 40. After that, roll every year until the age of 55. After 55, roll twice a year. A
player cannot roll twice consecutively against the same stat. If each stat gets to 1, the character is paralyzed. If he sinks to 0, he dies. There are special abilities for certain abilities, none. I wanted to steer clear of a class-based system, and since special abilities are based on roles, many of them have been removed from this version of Cyberpunk. Among
them are authority, charismatic leadership, martial sense, credibility, family, jury mast, resources and the street, as well as those less included in other supplements. However, I have kept two specific abilities: the interface and Medtech. There is no other skill to replace them. The closest thing to Medtech is first aid, and it's just not strong enough. I put him
under the skills of technology... Anyone can buy it by placing points It. The interface was also an important skill, since nothing else covers that aspect of the genre. Anyone can get Jack to 'net' with the right training. The interface merely represents the skill that one uses there. As with Medtech, the interface can be purchased by anyone wanting to spend
points. Anyway underwent information skills some special abilities are available to each character in the form of certain benefits that can be purchased during character creation. Note that these benefits are not as powerful as the special abilities they show. MONEY &amp; EQUIPMENT How do you figure out how much money a character starts off with now,
since there are no special abilities to gauge the price of his services ? Take int and LUCK character scores and add them together. Divide by 2, and multiply the result in 1000. This is the amount of euro characters in savings, to buy weapons and cyberware with, etc. This generally gives those players who tend to have characters with low scores in INT and
chances have something to think about. For example, you have a character with INT of 7 and odds of 4. His starting money totals 5,500 euros (5.5=5×1000+7. There is another money option... I allow players to spend AP to buy equipment money. In other words, if a player wants to have more money to juggling, he or she can buy it by taking a point out of a
feature. For anywhere they spend, they get $1,000 in equipment, cyberware, etc. they lose what they dont spend . I allow up to 10 points to be spent. It tends to lead to a character that is better equipped, but less powerful feature-wise, which can be a good trade in some cases. As a case in point, you wanted your character in the previous example to own a
fairly good car, as opposed to a Honda Metrocar or a new American Motors Crowder. You know that $5500 won't cut it, so you drop your MA and BOD by two points each, gaining 4000 euros more to spend. This leaves you with 9,500 clean to drown in the car of your dreams. The save feature is not a roll saving feature made against features in situations
where skill rolls are not dictated. The reserves are made by choosing the right feature, and rolling 1D10 equals or lower than the total stat. If the roll is higher, it fails. Problems for rolls may vary, and this is reflected in the chart below. These modifiers are subtracted from the desired feature. DifficultyModifier EasyAverageDifficultVery DifficultNear
ImpossibleImpossible +2+0-2-4-6-8 ADVANTAGES &amp; DISADVANTAGES Advantages and DisadVANTAGES Advantages and DisadvanTAGES are bought using Skill Points (SPs) during character creation. Buying an advantage will cost you skill points, while buying a disadvantage will give you skill points. GMs may wish to limit the amount of points that
characters spend dis/Advantages to balance the game. I found out Players to between 6 and 10 points of disadvantages keeps them from going completely crazy, as wont happens in one-shot games where players are usually not concerned about the long-term effects that specific disadvantages cause them. Some disadvantages can be purchased using
IPS if permitted by GM. The cost to buy off the point of time is 10. For example, buying a cowardly disadvantage will cost 40 AP (4 in 10 = 40). GM shouldn't allow players to buy off disads without making them work on it, though. Buying off any mental weaknesses may take weeks of psychological treatment that is both time-consuming and costly, while
replacing the lost legs of a cloned character or organic, or needs a cybernetic alternative. You are a judge and don't let them get away with anything, benefits cannot be purchased normally after creating character unless an act of God permits it. An example of a character below, you will find a sample character, the first made with the standard rules CP2020,
and the second with changes. Note that this character does not have a way of salvation. We call him Leon. Leon grew up in a neighborhood that was once clean and static, but in recent years his birth had begun to decline to lower housing. His father worked as a manager at a local grocery store, and his mother sold real estate for 22-century properties. As
he grew up, he was constantly chosen and bullied because he was short and pudgy. Being the youngest and youngest of the three boys didn't help. As a young man, he spends most of his time alone. For his 11th birthday, his parents bought him an early model cyber model - Clonke and Slow - but Leon didn't care. He was free to explore a world whose
physical weaknesses were not part of the equation. However, he soon realized he was unable to compete on Netspace as well. He didn't think fast enough and his parents were too poor to help him upgrade his modem, which was rapidly becoming obsolete. He began working on strengthening himself and stuck for the high school storm, where the bullies
were even bigger, and stabbings in the cafeteria was a constant danger. While she worked, she first felt her muscles growing with simple calistniks and later in the rotting high school weight room. The little boy, shy and weak, had replaced a strong, confident and energetic young man. After graduating, Leon sought to work in the security industry. He was
hired by a company called Arsaka, and enjoying his past experience with netrunning and computers, he has trained an electronic security specialist. Version 1 (CP2020)Version 2 (Modified CP2020) Name: LeonName: Leon Character Rating: 52 Character Rating: 58 Age: 24Age: 24 Role: SoloOccupation: Computer Security Expert Start Money: 2000 Money
Start: 6000 INT: 6 REF: 6 TECH: 8 COOL: 5 : 7 Odds: 6 MA: 5 Bodies : 8 EMP: 7 Run: 15m / Leap Turn: 3.75m Lift: 80 kg INT: 6 REF: 6 Technology: 8 Cool: 5 ATTR: 7 Odds: 6 MA: 5 Body : 8 EMP: 7 Run: 15m / Leap Turn: 3.75m Lift: 80 kg Athletics Skills +5 Awareness / Notice +4 Handgun +5 Brawl +4 Melee +3 Rifle +4 Programming +2 Knowledge
System +2 Electronics +2 Electronic Security +2 2 Search Library +2 Cyberdeck Design +2 Submachine Machine Gun +3 Weapon Maker +3 Stealth +5 Sense of Combat +4 Skills Athletics +5 Awareness / Notice +4 Handgun +4 Brawl +4 Melee +3 Gun +3 Programming +2 Knowledge System ++ 2 4 Electronics +3 Electronic Security +5 Search Library +4
Cyberdeck Design +2 Power Masterpiece +4 Street +3 Persuasion / Quick Talk +4 Interface +3 Benefits Sense Fighting +2 (4 SP Cost) Disadvantages None If You Compare Leon V1 to Leon V2, A Few Differences you see little . Reading Leon's history you see that I wanted a character with a decent amount of knowledge on computers and netrunning, but I
didn't want a full-fledged nat runner. His skills should reflect on his desire to be strong and in control of his body (as meaning, high athletics and, in V2, a feat of power), but they also had to include his knowledge of netrunning and specific cyberspace (interface, system knowledge, etc.). Using the stock system, found it difficult to include all the features that I
wanted in Leon. The solo professional package gave him plenty of combat-related skills, but little to no technical skills (where his true talents are). His REF+INT is only equal to 12, so the computer and technical skills required by his concept should have been kept at relatively low levels. Since I was able to extend my base by 40 points among more than ten
proven skills, I found myself massing them into skill (as ex, weapon, handheld machine, and stealth) that I didn't really see Leon having to reflect on his history. Without limiting the role of character in V2, I had no problem trying to decide which needs I would fit better, solo or a netrunner. I can choose and choose the skills I needed to make Leon Freddy (as
opposed to just another solo with a couple of pickup skills). Not only that, but by gaining pickup skills based on age as opposed to their entire REF+INT, Leon is wiser and more experienced than some seventeen-year-olds with abnormally high characteristics and attitudes to support them. The advantage list of what follows is a list of the benefits in this
version of Cyberpunk. Some imitate certain special abilities of Cyberpunk 2020, while many are reflected in the excellent quality of certain or talented character exhibits. Benefits can only be purchased during character creation using skill points. Acute sense (varying)Cost: 2 SPsWhen a player chooses this advantage, he also chooses one of his five senses
(vision, hearing, taste, smell, or touch). Roll Awareness is made to include this type Get reward +2. Any cybernetic option that changes or replaces the specified sensory organs (e.g. replacing the eyes with cyberoptics) will nullified this advantage in relation to that sense. If only one eye is replaced, the reward is reduced to +1; if a limb is replaced with a
cybernetic part, the bonus no longer applies to touch-based rolls with that arm. Sensory organs modified by nanotech reinforcement affect only 10% of the time unfavorably. This advantage may be taken up to five times, once for each of the senses. AmbidextrousCost: 6 SPsThe characters can function equally well using both hands (without changing out-of-
hand firing), though penalties for multiple actions still apply. ArtisticCost: 2 naturally drawn SPsArtistic characters (pun intended) to art, paint it, paint, sculpt, or express some other physical media. While their art may not speak to all those who view it, it is undoubtedly of high quality. Artistic characters get a +2 prize to paint or draw and forge skill rolls.
AthleticCost: 4 SPsAn sports personality is especially in harmony with her body. This grants a +2 bonus to Athletics, Dance and Dodge &amp; Escape skill rolls. The award also applies to martial arts maneuvers such as Dodge and Escape. BalanceCost : 4 SPsThe characters do not suffer from dizziness due to changes in orientation, which translates to +2
on the roll of space sickness, auto +1 skills in 0-Gee maneuver and reward +2 to any athletic skill involving extensive balance. BackgroundCost Bilingual: 4 characters SPsThe grew up speaking two languages. This grants him an additional language at +8. HealerCost Born: 4 characters SPsThe natural talent with healing sick and injured. This grants him a
+2 reward when using skills such as first aid, MedTech and disease diagnosis. BrawnyCost: 4 characters SPsStrong is better able to hire your muscles for lifting and carrying. When calculating how much a strong character may carry or lift dead, act as if your body's specificity is 2 points higher than it actually is. This advantage also makes awarding +2
rewards to any power feat of character roll skill. BrotherhoodCost: Variable (voir annex 1) You are a member or close associate of a cohesive group of people. These include small packages, gangs, kargangs, pirate groups, etc. Fraternity defines the rank, clavet and ability to call group resources. There are three separate types of fraternity: family (small),
blood (gang members) and Workgang (for orbital and subacotic kargangs). For more information, see the cost charts in the appendix. Chemical YouthCost : 4 SPsThe character with this advantage, either through his unique psychology or physiology, is less likely to become dependant on drugs and alcohol. This way, he achieves +2 rewards per addiction
saves him. It assumes that the rules in Ocelot's drug lab used. ReflexesCost Combat: 2, 4, 6 SPsFor purchased each level of combat reflexes, the character will gain +1 to roll your initiative (up to a maximum of +3). It only acts as the special ability of combat sense in that relationship. Reflex combat (net)Cost: 2, 4, 6 SPsFor purchased each level of pure
combat reflexes, the character gets +1 bonus to his initiative in 'Net' (up to a maximum of +3). CompetentCost: 4 SPsA competent characters rarely screw up. If a character with this advantage rolls 1 on a skill roll, he may choose two additional D10s rolls when determining if the roll is a fumble and the most useful result. AptitudeCost PC: 4 Advantage
SPsThis character right to uncanny ability to work computers, both inside and outside netspace. The award awards from +2 when using Cyberdeck Design, Interface, Search Library (PC Only), Programming and System Knowledge. ConnoisseurCost: 2 SPsA characters that Connoisseur knows and appreciates the more subtle things in life. She is familiar
with the best wines and foods, the most prestigious designer medicines and the best cosmetics, jewelry and clothes. His extensive knowledge granted him a +2 reward on social rolls when trying to impress high-profile transfers and shakers, as well as the +2 bonus to streetwise rolls made to cater for such goods in black and grey markets. ContactsCost:
Variable (voir Annexe 2)Contacts are people that characters can use as information sources, or can contact for goods and services. The number of points spent on a call represents the value of the skill, reputation, availability and reliability of that call. Contacts are most likely to get dissatisfied if used, and may also request information or services from
characters. For more information, see the cost charts in the appendix. Hot Under FireCost: 2 SPsA characters that have never suffered cold under fire skill roll penalties (CP2020 v2.01, page 42) when under stress or under attack. Cyber-AffinityCost: 10 SPsThis rare and highly valuable advantage awarded character 15 points from humanity cost (HC)
anywhere empathy vs. natural 10. This allows him to link more cyberware to his body and onto his body than a normal human being. This is a powerful advantage and should not be achieved without anticipation on behalf of GM. SenseCost Risk: 2, 4, 6 SPsFor purchased each level of sense of danger, the character will gain +1 in awareness checks when
your life is on the line (up to a maximum of +3). This only acts as the special ability of combat sense in this respect. Direction SenseCost: 2 SPsThis is the equivalent of an internal compass. Personality, at any time, can average roll awareness to determine your face. Double-JointedCost : 2 SPsThe character's body has more flexibility than average. This
grants a +4 bonus to all Dodge &amp; Escape skill rolls and might assist Any physical activity that requires contortions (squeezing into a small box, dragging your body through the toilet seat door, etc.). Eidetic MemoryCost: 6 SPsThe character has a photographic memory. He can remember anything he has seen, learned or heard by making an average
awareness roll. EmpathyCost: 4 characters SPsThe is good at reading emotions and understanding people. It has an automatic allowance of +2 to roll out your human perception and +1 to other empathy-related skills. Fashion VictimCost: 2 SPsA characters with this advantage can make anything look chic and hip through sheer talent. This grants a +2 bonus
to all Personal Grooming and Wardrobe &amp; Style skill rolls. FastCost: 2 characters add SPsQuick 3 points to score your effective run. These extra points do not affect the leap score of the character, which should be calculated using the sum of the character's unchangeable performance. FavorCost : 2, 4, 6 SPsThe character is owed in favor of someone.
The impact of the benefit depends on the level of advantage. The call is in favor of a one-time deal. Once used, the debt is invalid. Depending on both the ethics of the Bad Labour Party as well as the state of the relationship between the two sides, this advantage can offer opportunities to play a profound role. Note that NPCs who owe these favors should be
fairly anonymous (for example, a middle-level Millitech performer may owe you a favor, but not a board member). If GM wants, he can increase the cost of the favor between 2 and 4 extra points depending on who owes it to the player. At 2 points, the benefit is relatively minor and the person who owes this benefit is not your life/livelihood to do it a risk (a
policeman ignores minor weapons violations, giving freebie, a friend letting you fire on your sofa for a month or so, etc.). The monetary value of this favor cannot exceed 200 to 300 Euros. At 4 points, the favor carries a little more weight. The person owed in favor of his livelihood/job sees risk, though not necessarily his life, to come through for the character
that he owes (a policeman looking the other way or forging a report, the mechanics botching a repair job on their enemy's car, secretary or official photocopying sensitive documents), etc. The monetary value of this favor cannot exceed 1000 Euros. At 6 points, the person owes your life to you. The person who owes this favor is bound by both the risk of his
life and his livelihood to come to the aid of the character. The monetary value of this level is debatable. FriendsCost: 4 SPsFor each friend purchased, the character has a friend as per creating a friend on the Lifepath chart. Friends differ from contacts, where they (friends) will (generally) put their lives on the line for you, while contacts only supply information,
services, or merchandise. Friends are considered to be in a par, skill Ability to be wise, start with a computer. Hard HittingCost: 4, 6 SPsThe character with this advantage knows where to strike opponents in unarmed combat or melee (specify that). This game effect enhances the rewards of hand-to-hand damage of the character by +1. For 6 points, this
bonus damage applies to damage from both unarmed attacks and melee. Hard to KillCost: 6 SPsLike Steven Seagal, the character with this advantage is hard to kill. This way, he gets a +1 reward to save every death he should take. High pain threshold: 6 SPsThe character can wither pain better than most people. After getting hurt, he achieves +1 to
Stun/saves his shock, as well as a reward +2 for resisting torture/drugs when pain is involved (as one, this won't help if the truth serum is used, only torture). Human CalculatorCost : 4 SPsThe character with this advantage can do complicated mathematics in his head. This +2 bonus allowance is applied to all accounting, gambling, mathematics and
programming skills rolls. ImposingCost: 2 SPsAn imposing characters seems like a problem. Whether he is or not is the character player. It is reflected in the rewards of +2 to all intimidating skill checks, as well as +2 to any fame roll built during facedown. Lady KillerCost: 4 SPsThis is a specialized form of empathy advantage that demonstrates the uncanny
ability of the character to seduce members of the opposite sex (or the same sex, depending on orientation). Don't let your name trick you... This advantage can be taken by both sexes. It's the character's right to reward +2 to all Seduction rolls and bonus +1 to all other empathy-based skills when used against the opposite sex (girls just can't say no!). Light
SleeperCost : 2 SPsWith this advantage, a character may make Awareness rolls while sleepep (at the GM's discretion). LuckyCost : 2, 4, 6 SPsA characters that are lucky to be a number of extra chance points per game and these points can be spent just like normal chance points. Note that this score advantage does not affect the real chances of
personality. For every 2 points spent on this advantage, the character gets an extra chance point. MarksmanCost: 6 SPsA characters with marksman advantage have a natural talent with a type of range weapon (specified: archery, handgun, heavy weapon, submachine gun, gun, etc.), marked at the time that the advantage was purchased. The character
only suffered -1 penalties for snapshots, shots aimed at awarding +2 rewards to hit per innings spent aiming (as opposed to +1) and photo problems that are aimed at a specific location (as meaning, called shots) are one point less than normal. GMs may wish to limit the availability of this advantage. Musical AptitudeCost: 2 SPsThe character is a natural
musician and can play music by ear. It translates to bonus +2 when using music-related skills, such as game instrument and composing (music, not lyrical). Note that this Singing does not affect; You want to use sound for it. Natural LeaderCost: 2 SPsA characters who are a natural leader will be able to lead and inspire people through charisma and clean
force. This results in +2 bonuses to all oratory leadership and roll skills. Natural LinguistCost: 4 SPsThe character learns languages quickly and can do so in half of its IP multiples. One can raise your Japanese (IP x2) from +4 to +5 for only 40 points, versus the required 80 points of a character without an advantage. PlainCost: 2 SPsA Prairie Character looks
unreal and has a few distinctive features. In this way, he can pass more unnotically than someone who is somehow remarkable. It is reflected in the rewards of +2 to all disguise rolls and shades and to all hidden skill rolls that are made in plain sight (in the crowd, for example). A character with this advantage can never have a charm score above 6 or below 5
(as usual, the dead average). If the character attraction feature changes for better or worse, the benefit of this advantage is lost. Quick HealerCost: 6 characters SPsA with the advantage of two damage points per day instead of one, in addition to the effects of each nanodide and speed improvement drugs used. RecognitionCost: 4 SPsThe characters are
good at remembering the names and faces and/or sounds that go with them. Whenever meeting someone he knows (or thinks he knows), the awareness roll can be made at +6 to remember who they are. Difficulty numbers may vary depending on the amount of disguise, etc. ResourcesCost: Your variable (voir annex 3) you are employed by a large
company or company. Resources define the rank, clavet and ability to recall the company's resources. For more information on cost, see the cost charts in the appendix. SalesmanCost: 4 characters SPsA with a natural vendor advantage in making a sale. When trying to buy or sell goods, the character wins a +2 bonus to human perception, Persuasion
&amp; Fast Talk and Street skillwise rolls (if applicable). Scientific talent: 4 characters SPsThe is a natural scientist and achieves +2 rewards when using skills such as anthropology, biology, botany, chemistry, geology, mathematics, physics and animals. Strong stomach: 2 SPsThe characters can deal with blood, intestines and graves, as well as other sick
and disgusting things, without risk flinging their cookies. In addition, he obtains a +2 to save against chemicals such as vomit gas. TalentedCost: 4 SPsWhen this advantage is chosen, players must choose a skill. This skill can be increased (through experience) to a maximum of 12 instead of 10. Although not immediately helpful to a starting character
(especially if GM limits the total start of skill), this is still a powerful advantage. AptitudeCost Technical: 4 SPsThe character is good with Things result in +2 bonuses when using skills like single aero, single AV, technology base, Cybertech and Gyro Tech. Note that this skill level is not rewarding and has no impact on medical skills. ToughCost: 6 Character
SPsThe acts with the advantage that if your body is the modifier type of a higher level. For example, a man with a medium body type and an advantage acts hard as if his BTM is -3 instead of -2. ZenCost Car: 4 Character SPsThe has a natural af af pench for driving vehicles and thus, gains +2 to all piloting and roll initiative while using said skills. VoiceCost: 4
voice SPsThe character is naturally pleasing to the ear. It allows for a change of +2 to perform skills such as, Quick Talk, Oratory, Leadership, Seduction and Social. The disadvantages of the list of disadvantages indicate faults or flaws that some characters have. Some are physical, while others are subjective. Disadvantages can be permanent depending on
their severity, but it doesn't have to be. Most can be purchased with later IP in character life. If a disadvantage is purchased, the player and GM must work out the details. Change should by no means be sudden, or happen overnight, without some major external effects (e.g. surgery or personality regulation). Disadvantages are severe flaws that have a
profound impact on a character, and should not be done slowly. Final notes on disadvantages. Characters don't have to be any at all. Although you may want to play a character that is quite honorable and reliable, it doesn't mean you should buy a point of honor. Buying a disadvantage merely forces you to play it under any circumstances. Playing an
honorable character without disad means he doesn't have to do what he prefers to do. Acute sense (varying)Cost: 2 SPsWhen is a player choosing this advantage, he also chooses one of his five senses (vision, hearing, taste, smell, or touch). Roll awareness is made to include this type of stimulus receiving bonuses +2. Any cybernetic option that changes
or replaces the specified sensory organs (e.g. replacing the eyes with cyberoptics) will nullified this advantage in relation to that sense. If only one eye is replaced, the reward is reduced to +1; if a limb is replaced with a cybernetic part, the bonus no longer applies to touch-based rolls with that arm. Sensory organs modified by nanotech reinforcement affect
only 10% of the time unfavorably. This advantage may be taken up to five times, once for each of the senses. AmbidextrousCost: 6 SPsThe characters can function equally well using both hands (without changing out-of-hand firing), though penalties for multiple actions still apply. ArtisticCost: 2 naturally drawn SPsArtistic characters (pun intended) to art,
paint it, paint, sculpt, or express some other physical media. While their art may To all those who view it, it is undoubtedly of high quality. Artistic characters get a +2 prize to paint or draw and forge skill rolls. AthleticCost: 4 SPsAn sports personality is especially in harmony with her body. This grants a +2 bonus to Athletics, Dance and Dodge &amp; Escape
skill rolls. The award also applies to martial arts maneuvers such as Dodge and Escape. BalanceCost : 4 SPsThe characters do not suffer from dizziness due to changes in orientation, which translates to +2 on the roll of space sickness, auto +1 skills in 0-Gee maneuver and reward +2 to any athletic skill involving extensive balance. BackgroundCost
Bilingual: 4 characters SPsThe grew up speaking two languages. This grants him an additional language at +8. HealerCost Born: 4 characters SPsThe natural talent with healing sick and injured. This grants him a +2 reward when using skills such as first aid, MedTech and disease diagnosis. BrawnyCost: 4 characters SPsStrong is better able to hire your
muscles for lifting and carrying. When calculating how much a strong character may carry or lift dead, act as if your body's specificity is 2 points higher than it actually is. This advantage also makes awarding +2 rewards to any power feat of character roll skill. BrotherhoodCost: Variable (voir annex 1) You are a member or close associate of a cohesive group
of people. These include small packages, gangs, kargangs, pirate groups, etc. Fraternity defines the rank, clavet and ability to call group resources. There are three separate types of fraternity: family (small), blood (gang members) and Workgang (for orbital and subacotic kargangs). For more information, see the cost charts in the appendix. Chemical
YouthCost : 4 SPsThe character with this advantage, either through his unique psychology or physiology, is less likely to become dependant on drugs and alcohol. This way, he achieves +2 rewards per addiction saves him. It assumes that the rules are in use in the Uslot drug lab. ReflexesCost Combat: 2, 4, 6 SPsFor purchased each level of combat
reflexes, the character will gain +1 to roll your initiative (up to a maximum of +3). It only acts as the special ability of combat sense in that relationship. Reflex combat (net)Cost: 2, 4, 6 SPsFor purchased each level of pure combat reflexes, the character gets +1 bonus to his initiative in 'Net' (up to a maximum of +3). CompetentCost: 4 SPsA competent
characters rarely screw up. If a character with this advantage rolls 1 on a skill roll, he may choose two additional D10s rolls when determining if the roll is a fumble and the most useful result. AptitudeCost PC: 4 Advantage SPsThis character right to uncanny ability to work computers, both inside and outside netspace. This allowance +2 is designed when
using Cyberdeck, interface, search library (computer only), and system knowledge. ConnoisseurCost: 2 SPsA characters that Connoisseur knows and appreciates the more subtle things in life. She is familiar with the best wines and foods, the most prestigious designer medicines and the best cosmetics, jewelry and clothes. His extensive knowledge granted
him a +2 reward on social rolls when trying to impress high-profile transfers and shakers, as well as the +2 bonus to streetwise rolls made to cater for such goods in black and grey markets. ContactsCost: Variable (voir Annexe 2)Contacts are people that characters can use as information sources, or can contact for goods and services. The number of points
spent on a call represents the value of the skill, reputation, availability and reliability of that call. Contacts are most likely to get dissatisfied if used, and may also request information or services from characters. For more information, see the cost charts in the appendix. Hot Under FireCost: 2 SPsA characters that have never suffered cold under fire skill roll
penalties (CP2020 v2.01, page 42) when under stress or under attack. Cyber-AffinityCost: 10 SPsThis rare and highly valuable advantage awarded character 15 points from humanity cost (HC) anywhere empathy vs. natural 10. This allows him to link more cyberware to his body and onto his body than a normal human being. This is a powerful advantage
and should not be achieved without anticipation on behalf of GM. SenseCost Risk: 2, 4, 6 SPsFor purchased each level of sense of danger, the character will gain +1 in awareness checks when your life is on the line (up to a maximum of +3). This only acts as the special ability of combat sense in this respect. Direction SenseCost: 2 SPsThis is the equivalent
of an internal compass. Personality, at any time, can average roll awareness to determine your face. Double-JointedCost : 2 SPsThe character's body has more flexibility than average. This +4 allowance rewards all Dodge &amp; Escape skill rolls and may assist in any physical activity that requires contortions (squeezing into a small box, dragging your body
through the toilet seat door, etc.). Eidetic MemoryCost: 6 SPsThe character has a photographic memory. He can remember anything he has seen, learned or heard by making an average awareness roll. EmpathyCost: 4 characters SPsThe is good at reading emotions and understanding people. It has an automatic allowance of +2 to roll out your human
perception and +1 to other empathy-related skills. Fashion VictimCost: 2 SPsA characters with this advantage can make anything look chic and hip through sheer talent. This grants a +2 bonus to all Personal Grooming and Wardrobe &amp; Style skill rolls. FastCost: 2 characters add SPsQuick 3 points to score your effective run. These extra points do not



affect the leap score of the character, which should be calculated using the sum of the character's unchangeable performance. : 2, 4, 6 SPsThe character is owed in favor of someone. The impact of the benefit depends on the level of advantage. The call is in favor of a one-time deal. Once used, the debt is invalid. Depending on both the ethics of the Bad
Labour Party as well as the state of the relationship between the two sides, this advantage can offer opportunities to play a profound role. Note that NPCs who owe these favors should be fairly anonymous (for example, a middle-level Millitech performer may owe you a favor, but not a board member). If GM wants, he can increase the cost of the favor
between 2 and 4 extra points depending on who owes it to the player. At 2 points, the benefit is relatively minor and the person who owes this benefit is not your life/livelihood to do it a risk (a policeman ignores minor weapons violations, giving freebie, a friend letting you fire on your sofa for a month or so, etc.). The monetary value of this favor cannot exceed
200 to 300 Euros. At 4 points, the favor carries a little more weight. The person owed in favor of his livelihood/job sees risk, though not necessarily his life, to come through for the character that he owes (a policeman looking the other way or forging a report, the mechanics botching a repair job on their enemy's car, secretary or official photocopying sensitive
documents), etc. The monetary value of this favor cannot exceed 1000 Euros. At 6 points, the person owes your life to you. The person who owes this favor is bound by both the risk of his life and his livelihood to come to the aid of the character. The monetary value of this level is debatable. FriendsCost: 4 SPsFor each friend purchased, the character has a
friend as per creating a friend on the Lifepath chart. Friends differ from contacts, where they (friends) will (generally) put their lives on the line for you, while contacts only supply information, services, or merchandise. Friends are considered to be in a par, skill and ability-wise, starting with a computer. Hard HittingCost: 4, 6 SPsThe character with this
advantage knows where to strike opponents in unarmed combat or melee (specify that). This game effect enhances the rewards of hand-to-hand damage of the character by +1. For 6 points, this bonus damage applies to damage from both unarmed attacks and melee. Hard to KillCost: 6 SPsLike Steven Seagal, the character with this advantage is hard to
kill. This way, he gets a +1 reward to save every death he should take. High pain threshold: 6 SPsThe character can wither pain better than most people. After getting hurt, he achieves +1 to Stun/saves his shock, as well as a reward +2 for resisting torture/drugs when pain is involved (as one, this won't help if the truth serum is used, only torture). Human
CalculatorCost : 4 SPsThe character with this advantage can do complicated mathematics in his head. This Bonus +2 to all accounting, gambling, mathematics and programming skills roll. ImposingCost: 2 SPsAn imposing characters seems like a problem. Whether he is or not is the character player. It is reflected in the rewards of +2 to all intimidating skill
checks, as well as +2 to any fame roll built during facedown. Lady KillerCost: 4 SPsThis is a specialized form of empathy advantage that demonstrates the uncanny ability of the character to seduce members of the opposite sex (or the same sex, depending on orientation). Don't let your name trick you... This advantage can be taken by both sexes. It's the
character's right to reward +2 to all Seduction rolls and bonus +1 to all other empathy-based skills when used against the opposite sex (girls just can't say no!). Light SleeperCost : 2 SPsWith this advantage, a character may make Awareness rolls while sleepep (at the GM's discretion). LuckyCost : 2, 4, 6 SPsA characters that are lucky to be a number of
extra chance points per game and these points can be spent just like normal chance points. Note that this score advantage does not affect the real chances of personality. For every 2 points spent on this advantage, the character gets an extra chance point. MarksmanCost: 6 SPsA characters with marksman advantage have a natural talent with a type of
range weapon (specified: archery, handgun, heavy weapon, submachine gun, gun, etc.), marked at the time that the advantage was purchased. The character only suffered -1 penalties for snapshots, shots aimed at awarding +2 rewards to hit per innings spent aiming (as opposed to +1) and photo problems that are aimed at a specific location (as meaning,
called shots) are one point less than normal. GMs may wish to limit the availability of this advantage. Musical AptitudeCost: 2 SPsThe character is a natural musician and can play music by ear. It translates to bonus +2 when using music-related skills, such as game instrument and composing (music, not lyrical). Note that this doesn't affect singing; you want
to use sound for it. Natural LeaderCost: 2 SPsA characters who are a natural leader will be able to lead and inspire people through charisma and clean force. This results in +2 bonuses to all oratory leadership and roll skills. Natural LinguistCost: 4 SPsThe character learns languages quickly and can do so in half of its IP multiples. One can raise your
Japanese (IP x2) from +4 to +5 for only 40 points, versus the required 80 points of a character without an advantage. PlainCost: 2 SPsA Prairie Character looks unreal and has a few distinctive features. In this way, he can pass more unnotically than someone who is somehow remarkable. It is reflected in the rewards of +2 to all disguise rolls and shades and
to all hidden skill rolls that are made in plain sight (in the crowd, for example). A character with this advantage Never score a charm above 6 or below 5 (as one, the average dead). If the character attraction feature changes for better or worse, the benefit of this advantage is lost. Quick HealerCost: 6 characters SPsA with the advantage of two damage points
per day instead of one, in addition to the effects of each nanodide and speed improvement drugs used. RecognitionCost: 4 SPsThe characters are good at remembering the names and faces and/or sounds that go with them. Whenever meeting someone he knows (or thinks he knows), the awareness roll can be made at +6 to remember who they are.
Difficulty numbers may vary depending on the amount of disguise, etc. ResourcesCost: Your variable (voir annex 3) you are employed by a large company or company. Resources define the rank, clavet and ability to recall the company's resources. For more information on cost, see the cost charts in the appendix. SalesmanCost: 4 characters SPsA with a
natural vendor advantage in making a sale. When trying to buy or sell goods, the character wins a +2 bonus to human perception, Persuasion &amp; Fast Talk and Street skillwise rolls (if applicable). Scientific talent: 4 characters SPsThe is a natural scientist and achieves +2 rewards when using skills such as anthropology, biology, botany, chemistry,
geology, mathematics, physics and animals. Strong stomach: 2 SPsThe characters can deal with blood, intestines and graves, as well as other sick and disgusting things, without risk flinging their cookies. In addition, he obtains a +2 to save against chemicals such as vomit gas. TalentedCost: 4 SPsWhen this advantage is chosen, players must choose a
skill. This skill can be increased (through experience) to a maximum of 12 instead of 10. Although not immediately helpful to a starting character (especially if GM limits the total start of skill), this is still a powerful advantage. Technical AptitudeCost : 4 character SPsThe is good with fixing things and thus earns +2 bonuses when using skills like a single aero,
AV technology, technology base, Cybertech and Gyro Tech. Note that this skill level is not rewarding and has no impact on medical skills. ToughCost: 6 Character SPsThe acts with the advantage that if your body is the modifier type of a higher level. For example, a man with a medium body type and an advantage acts hard as if his BTM is -3 instead of -2.
ZenCost Car: 4 Character SPsThe has a natural af af pench for driving vehicles and thus, gains +2 to all piloting and roll initiative while using said skills. VoiceCost: 4 voice SPsThe character is naturally pleasing to the ear. It allows for a change of +2 to perform skills such as, Quick Talk, Oratory, Leadership, Seduction and Social. AllergiesCost : -2, -4, -8
Character SPsThe sensitivity to some material or else :in -2, the character must save the body -2, or he will experience unpleasant symptoms such as sneezing, itching etc. This may change skill rolls (asie, -2 to handguns for bites, eye water, etc.). At -4, the personality will experience more severe symptoms including high fever and respiratory distress. The
character must have a body save at -4. If the roll fails, all skills will be cut in half until the substance causing the attack is removed. At -8, the personality may have more severe reactions (as meaning, coma, vomiting and death). Savers should be made as per -4 allergic disadvantages, but in modifier -6. The results are the same, but a failed result will also
cause 1 damage point and the character must save stun/shock or fall into a coma. Damage will occur every hour to lift the substance that causes the attack. Bad TemperCost: -2, -4 character sPsThe must save against your cool stat under certain conditions to avoid losing your mood. The severity of the situation should be reflected in the modifiers to this roll.
For example, a minor harassment may be awarded a +2 reward to the cold reserve, while a stimulating situation (Fender Port on the freeway during rush hour traffic) may impose a -2 penalty. The mood tantrums last 1d10 rounds, then grump time can unmodified cold save attempts once per turn in order to calm down. In -2, the character's temper is
represented by a barrage of swearing, shouting and screaming. At -4, the character becomes violent when he loses his temper, lashing out at the purpose of his harassment with every appropriate weapon (typically his body, but if he is holding a weapon of some kind, all bets are off). BlindnessCost : -4, -6, -8, or -12 character SPsThe is blind in one or both
eyes. At -4 and -6, Corey is limited to one eye of character selection. This damage can be bought off at -4 (this involves replacing the eye through organic or cybernetic parts), but not at -6. Having only one eye incurs a penalty of -2 to each action involves understanding depth. In -8 SPs, blindness is in total and can be bought off using IPs, but it should also
be associated with surgery. If purchased in -12 SPs, blindness is permanent (nerve degradation, etc.) and cannot be repaired by any medical means. Close TieCost Personal: -2, -4 character SPsThe has a close friend or relative that he cares about. If a friend/relative has any amount of risk, the character is obliged to do everything in his power to help his
personal tie. If a personal tie dies, or becomes an enemy, severe emotional distress may occur at GM's discretion. At -2, the personal tie is able to take care of itself. At -4, the tie relies entirely on computers for care. ClumsyCost : -4, -6 SPsThe character is a klutz. In -4 SPs, it only affects manual skill (good work tuned by hand, shooting, etc.), or whole-body
agility (dancing, Art, running, etc.). In -6 SPs, it affects both (the character is a total clod). As a result, the character automatically fumbles on a normal roll of 1 (as it means, he can't go to the second d10 roll for a 1-5 result before fumbling after rolling 1). In addition, during stress times (as meaning, disarming bombs, or walking through an antique shop), the
character must store against the cold, or break something (he is nervous because he knows he is oaf.) forcing Kost: -2, -4, -6 SPsA characters with this disadvantage do something compulsory. Such activities may include innocent things like cleaning after other people, or they may be more destructive yourself, such as gambling or sexual addiction. At -2
points, compulsion is more of a quirk than anything else. There is no need to disrupt the character's life too much and can usually be played. If it becomes a matter of concern, the player will have to make a modest save versus Cool to withstand the momentum of indulgence in his compulsion. At -4 points, coercion is a serious psychological flaw. Whenever
presented with the goal of your obsession, the character must save the cool front at -2 or have to pursue your compulsion. In -6 coercion is a big problem, evident to all met characters. When faced with conditions related to self-coercion, a character must save cold at -4 to withstand temptation. Even if it resists, it will obviously be upset until it is exposed to
this situation. Mandatory LiarCost: -6 character SPsThe will lie to hear your talk. He takes a kick out of spinning stories, and it doesn't even matter if the person he's talking to knows if he's talking. Consistently, it may be hard for the character to find anyone who believes him at all (as one, the little boy who cried wolf). This may mean as much a change as -5
to skills like quick talk, deductions and Oratory if people he is trying to avoid his disorder. If the player wants his character to tell the truth, he or she will have to save against Cole (at -2), or he will automatically lie. CowardiceCost: -4 SPsAny time the character tries to accomplish a job that may cause him physical damage, he must make the save against the
cold at -2 in order to show some guts and sticks around. If it fails, it must escape or hide, each easier. Criminal RecordCost : -2, -4 or -6 SPsA character with this disad has been convicted of a crime sometime in his life. At level -2, it's a black mark on his past and may prevent him from getting certain jobs (employers don't want former negatives). Also, since
he is in a criminal database somewhere, he may not be a suspect in other crimes, whether or not he committed them. It also gives the police reason to harass the character for no reason. At -4, the character is still on parole. He had to go to his parole officer once a month, one. Test each visit and keep a steady (legitimate) job. At -6, the character of a convict
is a fugitive, most likely shot in sight by any policeman who recognizes him. Being caught by the police would mean another pen trip for an even longer period of time. Look at appendix 5 for more information on the way to prison. Cyber-RejectionCost : -10 SPsThe character with this disadvage cannot have any cyberware grafted onto or into his body or his
immune system will violently reject it. If the save is made against the body (at -4), Cybernetics will not work and the character will have 2 points of damage daily until they are removed. This damage is cumulative and will not heal. If the roll fails, the character must save death once an hour until the cyberware is either deleted or the character dies, in addition
to getting 2 damage points a day. Debt (financial) cost: -2, -4, -6 SPsThe character in question owes someone money. The nature of the debt is up to the player and GM to decide, but it shouldn't be the amount the player can pay immediately. This debt does not require money, but on equipment that was previously lost or damaged (the car that wrecked the
computer, the money owed in the court settlement, child protection or nageh, etc.). The character does not need to pay all the money at once, but it should be a constant drain on your resources. Failure to make regular payments can lead to a high-end credit rating, re-burial of equipment or property, and arrests. Debt sums are instructions, subject to the
whimsy and approval of GM. For additional -2 SPs, the debt to a less than scrupulous party is happily causing character anguish if he fails to pay on time (e.g., a mob bookie who sends three thugs to break a character's legs if he misses the installment). GMs, be aware that a character needs to buy off debt with IP before he can fully pay off debt. At -2, the
character must pay 200 eurodollars a month for one year before the debt is paid. At -4, the character must pay 500 eurodollars a month for one year, or 300 eurodollars a month for two years, before the debt is paid. At -6, the character must pay 1000 eurodollars a month for one year, or 600 eurodollars a month for two years, before the debt is paid. Deep
SleeperCost: -2 SPsThe character is hard to wake up once he sleeps. Deep sleep should succeed in storing intelligence with the -4 modifier in order to wake up under normal conditions (your alarm clock is being turned off, for example). Loud voices or shaking may reduce this penalty, but it will never be awarded a reward. For every consecutive round where
disruption continues, the penalty is reduced by one point to at least +0. Divided loyalty: -4 character SPsThe has a deep-seated loyalty for something or someone other than their current employer or fellow PCs (a government agency, a company, and so on). The interests of the personality employer (or controller or whatever) may always be in the interests of
other PCs. General Motors should discuss the details before the game with the player and then plan accordingly. Ignoring this disadvantage is a good way for a computer to end deep trouble. Unlike tying a personal tie, this disadvantage does not necessarily represent a friend or family member of the character (though, in some particularly twisted
circumstances, it can). DomineeringCost: -2 SPsA character with this disadvantage likes to be responsible and will attempt to fill a leadership role in each group. He is the boss, unforgivable of failure, and expects those below him to follow his orders to the letter. Dominating people are typically not liked by their underlings. It is reflected in a -2 penalty to each
leadership roll made by the hegemonic character against the NPCs who are familiar with him. Drug addiction: Variable (-2 à-10) costs for drug addiction based on the legality of the substance and the total cost per dose. Something that costs a lot, or is very illegal, is probably going to be harder to obtain and the risks involved in keeping your habit greatly
increased. Likewise, what you can buy in the corner market for five dollars is going to be easier to buy. When determining the cost of addiction, the reciprocal index of the legality of the substance with the cost of the substance in the chart below: CostLegal/CommonPrescriptionType CType BType A1-150 euro151-300 euro301-450 euro451-600 euro601-750+
euro-2-750 3-4- 5-6-2-3-4-5-6-4-6-7-8-6-7-8-9-6-7-8-9-10 SignatureCost: -2 SPsThe character must leave a contact card behind, even during sensitive operations. It can be chewed into a piece of white lace, a silver bullet, a flower, or a tooth stick. Deliberately leaving behind such clues raises the possibility that the identity of the character will eventually be
discovered. EnemiesCost: -2 SPsFor every -2 points spent enemies, players gets to roll up enemies in the friends and enemies section of Lifepath. EstrangedCost: -4 SPsAn strange character difficulty in shaping close personal relationships. This is reflected in a -2 penalty to most inter-people skills (GM discretion). A character who is strange cannot benefit
from empathy. FlashbacksCost : -2, -4, -6 character SPsThe suffered flashbacks from a traumatic experience he had early in life. Similar situations or stressful situations may start these flashbacks. In -2, the character must be saved in front of cool or staggered for a round. At -4, he must save -2, or be staggered for round 1D5. At -6, the character must save
-4, or he begins to hallucinate, to think that the current situation is, in fact, the old one. He should save every 1D10 minutes to snap out of it, with +1 changing each Roll until he recovers. This disadvantage can be bought off with IPs if psychological counseling is sought by the character. JawCost Glass: -2 SPsA character with this disadvantage is easily
eliminated by blows to the head and thus suffered -2 to save Stun after getting such injuries. GreedyCost: -4 SPsThe is a selfish, miserable character and obsessed with money. When offering bribes, the reserve against the cold must be made in modifier -2 in order not to accept it. In addition, people of this type are known to betray friends for a few dollars
and this may affect fame as well. Hearing loss/hearing loss: -2, -4/-6, -8, -10 SPsAt -2 SPs, the personality is the victim of minor hearing loss in both ears. These results in -2 to all rolls of hearing-related awareness and damage can be purchased off. In -4/-6 SPs, the character experiences total deafness in one ear (-4 to all rolls of hearing-related awareness).
If at -6, this damage cannot be bought off. In -8 SPs, the character is quite deaf in both ears. However, this disad can be purchased off as long as costly surgery (including bio or cyber-advancement) is also done. In -10 SPs, the character is completely deaf in both ears and this damage cannot be bought off, no matter what. Hemophilia Cost: -6 SPsA
character with this blood weakness is not clotting very well. Once injured, the character will continue to have a point of injury away until the bleeding stops, or until he dies. This will continue while the character is also unconscious. HonestyCost: -2, -4 SPsAt -2 points, characters do not lie, cheat, steal or break the law unless it is a life or death situation. At -4
points, the character will never behave improperly in any way, although it may be elusive. HonorCost: -2, -4 SPsAt -2 points, the character will do anything to accomplish your task, including putting your life at risk. If it appears that his actions will bring certain death, he can go back. At -4 points, the character will go as far as dying if it accomplishes its mission.
IlliteracyCost: -4 character SPsThe cannot read or write and has problems with simple math. DiseaseCost : -4, -6, -10 SPsA personality with this disadvantage has a chronic condition or condition that cannot be treated through conventional medicine. These diseases can include osteoarthritis, migraines, muscle and neurological disorders, diabetes, cancer,
etc. Symptoms of certain diseases should be reflected through the game. Caring for the medical and trauma team may be somewhat more expensive for a character with a chronic condition, as his condition requires that special steps be taken when treating him. Diseases can be bought off if proper treatment is sought during the game. At -4 points, the
disease is minor and can be controlled through de-prescribed medications regularly, which can be quite expensive (GM option). what if Not taken, symptoms will manifest within 1d6 hours. Symptoms can include pain and/or fatigue and should be reflected in -2 to all skill rolls due to distraction and feelings of patient health. At -6 points, the disease is
somewhat worse. Medication should still be taken to ease symptoms, but either the drug does not completely inhibit the symptoms or the drug itself causes undesirable side effects. If the drug is not taken, the symptoms manifest within 1d3 hours, giving the character -4 to all skill rolls. Even with his medication, a character still suffers a -2 reward to the
initiative, as well as relates to every other roll that GM knows. At -10 points, personality illness is terminal and he doesn't have much time to live. GM must secretly roll 1D10+2 to determine how much longer (on the moon) the character has to live. Now, the character suffers as at -4 point point point. When half this time has passed, your situation deteriorates
to the point of -6 point point point point. After half of his remaining time (weeks or months) the character's condition deteriorates rapidly. Aside from this point the character is bedridden and no longer viable for the standard game. When the time expires, he'll do the same. VisionCost disorder: -2 SPsThe personality is a victim of close vision, video, or
astigmatism. This can be corrected using contact lenses or glasses. Defects cannot be completely repaired (as means, cybereyes or organic alternatives, or surgery) unless disad is bought off using IPS. Impulsive: -2 characterSImpulsive find talking and planning to waste boring time, rather than preferring to go out and get the job done. They are generally
impatient (though this need is not always the case) and grow agitated if things don't seem to be moving as fast as they'd like. GMs should feel free to tempt impulsing characters to perform rashly. KleptomaniaCost: -6 Character SPsThe is a compulsive thief who does anything he thinks he can get away with theft. What's more, he may not even realize that he
steals anything until he's caught. When faced with an opportunity for thieves, the player (or GM, secretly) must make a Save vs Cool at -2. If the reserve fails, the character must make an attempt to swipe the object in question (a string of faux pearls or a diamond ring). Failure of robbery rolls can lead to imprisonment or violent death. LecheryCost : -2, -4
SPsAt -2 points, characters to the opposite sex like butterflies are flame-drawn. Seductive rolls are made against this character in a +2 bonus to seductive rolls. At -4 points, the character has a sexual obsession and will do everything he can to see objects of his desire to bed. The character also gets -2 penalties to all empathy-based skills when dealing with
Sex because of roving eyes and attitudes. (Note: If the characters are hemo or bisexual, this disadvantage can also be related to the feelings of the same sex.) MasochismCost: -2 SPsThe character is a masochist and derives pleasure from his suffering. He will receive +2 to resist the torture roll, but may actually get out of his way in order to get hurt. Such
methods may include self-reproduction, kinky sex, etc. Missing LimbsCost: -4 PCs par membre SPsThe character, through defects, mishap, or violence, lost limbs (the extent of deformation/damage is subject to debate and may more or less grant SPs). Normal cybernetic tissues and vat grown can be grafted onto the character only after he bought off a
disadvantage with IPs, though non-cybernetic prostheses can be used. Moral QualmCost: -2, -4 SPsThere is something that the character morally disagrees with, such as harming children, claiming, or using torture on a prisoner. At -2, while the character will not actively engage in such activities, he will allow other PCs to indulge. In -4, the character is so out
of activity that it takes steps to prevent it from happening at all and won't think much of those who do it. MuteCost : -4, -6 character SPsThe can not speak, because of defects, injuries, mental problems, etc. In -4 SPs, this disad can be purchased off using IPs (surgery may be necessary, as well). At -6, the defect is permanent. NightmaresCost: -2 character
SPsThe is prone to nightmares. Every time the character tries to sleep, he has to roll 1D10. As a result of 1 or 2, he is experiencing a nightmare that will be of intensity to wake him up. he couldnt sleep until the end of the night . The next nights have performance nightmares and may also be modifiers to ratios and skill rolls due to incurred fatigue. Painless
ToleranceCost: -6 SPsWhen character takes damage, your numb/shock reserve should be made with -2 modifier. If the roll fails, the character is struck by unconscious or incapacitated pain (as one, rolling around screaming on the floor). If such a character is the subject of torture, he is likely to snap like a branch (-4 to resist torture). Old InjuryCost: -4
SPsThe characters must roll in random damage charts and suffer any consequences to arise. The effects of the damage, regardless of severity, cannot be corrected until the purchase loss is turned off. This disadvantage is a complete gamble and should not be taken lightly. Good GMs may allow players to roll for injury before getting a disadvantage.
OverconfidenceCost: -4 sees his SPsThe character as better than he really does. In his eyes he can take over anything and come out without scratches. This can cause the character to take too many risks that may cause him more trouble than he actually values. PacifismCost : -4, -6 SPsAt -4, character will No circumstances will kill anyone on purpose,
unintentional killing will make them feel guilty. The character may still harm the opposition, either knock them unconsciously or paralyze them. At -6, the character will not intentionally hurt anyone. Hurting anyone causes character anguish and killing anyone may cause total mental breakdown. ParanoiaCost: -6 character SPsThe suffers from paranoid
hallucinations. Everyone and anyone could be out to get him, even you and he don't trust any, it's a very strong illusion that he wants a good role to play. GMS is encouraged to be Feindish and feed the paranoia of the character. PhobiaCost: -2, -4, -6 SPsAt -2 points, the character has a minor fear of an object, animal, or condition. When faced with the goal
of his fear, the character must save in front of cool or he will refuse to face his fears. At -4 points, the character must make the save vs. COOL with shift -2. If it fails, it may panic and try to escape. At -6 points, the character must make the save vs. COOL with a change of -4. If the result fails, the character may be understated or hysterical. More rolls may be
needed as the situation dictates. Poor sense (varies)Cost: -2 SPsWhen This is a taken weakness, the player must either specify his sense of character of smell, taste, or touch. Roll awareness is made to include a chosen sense of suffering -2 penalties. RebelliousCost: -2 SPsOne features a trilogy of stereotypical cyberpoon characters. The rogue character
suffers -2 to all roll out inter-personality skills when dealing with authority figures (police, government officials, corporate officers, etc.). RivalCost : -2, -4 SPsYou is a competitor, someone offering legitimate competition in the field of their expertise. Your competitor must be a fully developed character, with skills and abilities that are equal (or in some cases,
more than) yourself. Your competition does not require a hostile one depending on the point cost of the disadvantage. At -2, your rivalry with this competitor is almost friendly and tainted with professional courtesy. While you two are not friends, you are certainly not enemies. Business, after all, is business. At -4, your competitor has taken a personal interest in
ensuring his success at your expense. He sees you as an obstacle to dominance and he will get out of his way (illegally, if needed) to eclipse you, outstem contracts and make your business life generally unpleasant. The competition usually fall short of murder, though he may take this as an option if the risks are high enough. SadismCost: -4 character
SPsThe gets kicked out of inflicting pain. This type of character is capable of extreme violence and should keep the reserve in front of COOL-2 from trying to hurt (emotionally or physically) anyone who has direct power over. SterileCost : -2, -4 SPsFor Whatever the reason the character is To scare kids at -2, the character can still function sexually and
maintain all the wishes of adults and their sexual drive. At -4, the character does not have Carney's tendencies and is unable to function that may play with his confidence devastated. On the plus side, a character with this form of sterility is immune to any attempt at Seduction. UncouthCost: -4 SPsThe characters are losing in any social situation, whether it's
meeting a new person or having dinner with their local Arasaka branch manager. This represents in the -2 shifter to skills like Oratory, interviews, leadership, deficits, social debate and fast.' Unmistakable features: The -2 character SPsThe has birthmarks, scars, tattoos, or other unusual features that make him easily identifiable to others. Note that this can
include having an identical twin, or looking just like Marlon Brando. This can be purchased using IPS, but it should be accompanied by cosmetic surgery. VendettaCost : -2, -4, -6 character SPsThe has the score to settle with someone. The way he settles the score doesn't matter, but he should seek revenge if his opportunity is presented unless he makes a
save against his COOL-2.At-2 SPs, the goal of hostility is the character of a single person, or a small group of people (as meaning, a rival operations team, a small gang, etc.). At -4, it's a medium band, small package, company, or organization. At -6, he is after only the largest and/or most powerful group (as was the former, Arasaka, IRA, or LEDiv). Weak
stomach: -4 SPsAnytime character sees anything disgusting or gross, he should make the save in front of the cold. If he fails, it will be nauseating, suffering -4 to all skills until he is out of sight offending. Just seeing his blood gives him +2 to his cool, but things like decapitated heads and bodies can create a -4 (or worse) modifier. The chart charts below have
been designed for use by players in the flesh from the background of their characters, and can be used instead of the standard CP2020 Lifepath option. They have been created to add more details to the process of explaining 600 50 character lives. LIFEPATH Chart series below from the chart can be used by GM and its players to generate random dates
for player characters. A roll should be made on the charts in years, starting at the age of 16. Follow the instructions, and continue below the appropriate charts. If a particular result does not match the concept of a player's personality, feel free to disregard it and roll (or pick) again. Events of Life - Table 1A (Roll 1D20) 1 to 3: You're Lucky (Table 2A) 4 to 6:
Disaster Strike! (Table 3A) 7 to 9: Friend (Table 4A) 10 to 12: Enemy (Table 5A) 13 to 16: Romantic Conflict (Table 6A) 17 to 20: Nothing happens that year you're lucky! - TABLE 2A (Roll 1D100) 01 - 05 : Financial Gain (1D5 x 100 Euro) 06 - 10 : Big Score! (1d10 x 100 11 - 15: Earn 1D10 x 100 euros towards equipment or Cyberware 16 to 20: Find Sensei
(+2/+1 to martial arts) 21 to 25: Find trainer (+2/+1 to Non-Skill REF Martial Arts) 26 to 30: Find Teacher (+2/+1 to INT Skill) 31 to 35: Find Trainer (+2/+1 to BOD Skill or Athletics) 36 to 40: Find The Teacher Technical (+2/+1 to Skill Technology) 41 - 45: School Charm (+2/+1 to EMP Skill) 46 - 50: Discover fashion sense (+2/+1 to ATT skill) 51 - 55:
Language learning New (+2/+1 in languages) 51 - 55: Learning new language (+2/+1 in languages) 55 60 - 60: Learning netrunning basics (+2/+1 to interface) 61 to 65 : Street Life (+2/+1 to Cool Skill) 66 - 70 : Street Gang Friend (2 SP Brotherhood Advad , can be raised with SPs) 71 to 75 : Befriend Nomad Pack (2 SP Brotherhood Advad, can be raised
with SPs) 76 to 80 : Gain a Contact (2 SP Contact, can be raised with SPs, Production on fe&amp;c table(81 to 85): Someone owes you a favor (production at FE&amp;C table) 86 to 90: Creating a new friend (production in FE&amp;C table) 91 to 95: The enemy disappears/ dies (choose one; if no enemies, roll again) 96 to 00: Pull off something impressive
(+2 Pos. REP) disaster strike! - TABLE 3A (Roll 1D100 and Pray) 01 - 05 : Financial Loss (1d5 x 100 Euro) 06 - 10 : In Debt (1d10 x 100 Euro - Pay Now, or Pay Later!) 11 - 15 : Contract Bioplague; Random features reduced 1 16 to 20: addiction; INT, REF, BODY, ای  EMP 3 لودج رد  لور  کی  ار   ) بیسآ  : 25 طسوت 1 21 -  دبای  یم  شهاک  B) 26 - 30 : قشاع تسود / 

یفداصت کی  باختنا   ) دوش یم  دیدپان  دریم /  یم  ام  اب  سامت   : 35  - 31 یفداصت ) کی  باختنا   ) دوش یم  دیدپان  دریم /  یم  ly) 36 - 40 : زیم یور  رب  دیلوت   ) نمشد  FE&amp;C) 41 - 45 : هدرم امش  دهاوخ  یم  یسک   (GM 1  ) هدشن موکحم  ریگتسد و   : 55 51  - 51 دوش ) یم  نمشد  تسود   ) تسود طسوت  تنایخ   : 50  - 46 یفخم ) نمشد  دیلوت  D5 1  ) یئزج مرج  هب  همیرج  ریگتسد و   : 60  - 56 نادنز ) رد  هتفه  D10
x 10 1  ) مرج هب  موکحم  ریگتسد و   : 65  - 61 وروی ) D1 2 75  - 71 دینک ) باختنا   ) دراد دوجو  ییاج  رد  امش  تشادزاب  مکح   : 70  - 66 نادنز ) رد  هام   : Accidental cyber software malfunction, 1/2 cost to repair 76 to 80: gang rage, nomad package package, etc. (GM selection) 81 to 85: Hunted by a company (roll or select one) 86 to 90: You owe someone a favor (production on the
FE&amp;C table) 91 to 95: blame for something you did or didn't do (+1 Neg). REP) 96 to 00: Unscheduled pregnancy! Deal with it, Chumba Disaster Strike Table 3B - Random Damage Chart (or You Maimed!) (Roll 1D100) 01-05: Minor Burns *3*06-10: Serious Burns *1*3*11-15: S Woundtab(s) *3*16-20: Bullet Wound: Went Clean Through *3*21-25 : Bullet
Wound : Lodged Projectile, Removal *3*26-30 : Gunshot Wound : Projectile Lodge, Never Removed *2*3*31-35 : Bullet Wound : Fragmented, Large Exit Wound *1*3*36-40: Poorly Healed Fracture *1*2*41-45: Damaged Internal Organ(s) *1*2*46-50: Skull Fracture: Minor Brain Injury 51-55: Skull Fracture: Major Brain Injury 56-60: Shrapnel Not Transferred
*2*61-65: Tooth *3* 66 - 70: Lost Fingers/Fingers *1* 71 - 75: Missing Eye *1* 76 - 80: Missing Ear *2* 3* 81 - 85: Missing Nose *3* 8 90 - 90: Amputation /hand/foot *1*91-95: Back injury *2*96-00: Dramatic wound *3* Notes: *1* Damage can be treated with cyberware or VAT growth replacement parts. *2 - Surgery can treat the disease by cutting something,
or removing obvious damage. *3 - Facial reconstruction and/or cosmetic surgery may resolve aspects of this injury. Using the CP2020 directive or improving att. damages that come about as a result of old point-of-weakness damage cannot be fixed unless disad is bought off first. To learn more about specific damage and their effects, look at appendix 4.
Make a friend - Table 4A consult FE&amp;C Chart 1.0 to see who your friend is, then use the chart below. How did you meet them? (Roll 1D100) 01-04: Partner 05-08: Peer 09 to 12: Call Us 13 to 16: Old Lover 17 to 20: Old Enemy 21 to 24: Old childhood friend 25 to 28: A relative 29 to 32: Meet through common interests 33 to 36: You saved your life 37 to
40: He saved his life 41 to 44: On A Party 45 to 48: Old employer 49 to 52: Old employee 53 to 56: Meet through a mutual friend 57 to 60: Meet through blind date 61 to 64: went to school together 6 5 - 6: Meet through Common Enemy 69 to 72: Meet at Concert 73 to 76: Meet at Bar 77 to 80: Meet at Mallplex 81 to 84: Meet Through Common Lover 85 to 88
: He Sold You Something 89 - 92 : You Sold Him Something 93 - 96 : He Did You A Favor 97 - 00 : You Did Him A Favor MAKE AN ENEMY - TABLE 5A Consult FE&amp;C Chart 1.0 to see WHO your enemy is, then use the following charts. Do you know them? (Roll 1D100) 01 to 10: Ex Friend 11 to 20: Former Lover 21 to 30: Relative 31 to 40: Employer
41 to 50: Employee 51 to 60: Partner/Colleague 61 to 00: Total Stranger Who Offending Party? (Roll 1D100) 01 - 50 : You did it. 51 to 00: They did it. What did they do? (Roll 1D100) 01 to 04: Attempted Murder 05-08: Attempted Blackmail 09 to 12: Exposed Secret 13 to 16: Another Frame 17 to 20: Betrayal/Backstabbed 21 - 24: Injury threat 25 to 28:
Threatened death 29 to 32: causing property damage 33 to 36: causing direct/indirect personal injury 37 to 40: causing relative injury/friend/lover 41 to 44: causing death Relative/Friend/Lover 4 48 to 48: Causing Face Loss/Status 49 to 52: Causing Loss of Friends 53 to 56: Causing Job Loss/ Contract 57 to 60: Reject romantic improvements 61 to 64: Theft
of property (1D10 x 10 euros worth) 65 to 68: stealing money (1D10 x 10 euros worth) 69 to 72: character clash 73 to 76: minor dispute (something stupid) 77 to 80 : Major Dispute 81 to 84: Relative Insult/Friend/Lover 85 to 88: Personal Insult or Charge 89 to 92: Made a Pass in Lover 93 to 96: Seduction Lover 97 to 00: Foil Plan Who PISSed Off? 1D100)
01 to 25: You're angry 26 to 50: They're angry 51 to 00: Mutual hatred what do you/they want to do about it? (If you're party injured, roll 1D10) 1: Talk smack about him behind him. 2: Take every chance you get verbally to abuse him. 3: Beat the bastard to within an inch of his life. 4: Kill the bastard in the first chance. 5: Avoid him like a plague. 6: Interfere
with your plans indirectly. 7: Make her life miserable (her frame, steal her friends, seduce her lover(s), etc.). 8: Hurt him the same way he hurt you (eye for eye). 9: Be friends with him, only to betray him when the time is right. 0: It's not worth your time to ignore him and pretend he doesn't exist. Romantic involvement - Table 6A consulted FE&C Chart 1.0 to
see who is your lover, then use the chart below. How did you meet them? (Roll 1D100) 01-05: Partner 06-10: Peer 11 to 15: Call Us 16 to 20: Old Lover 21 to 25: Old Enemy 21 26 - 30: Old childhood friend 31 to 35: Meet through common interests 36 to 40: You saved your life 41 to 45: He saved his life 46 to 50: at party 51 - 55: Old employer 56 to 60: Old
clerk 61 to 65: Meet through a mutual friend 66 to 70: Meet through blind date 71 to 75: went to school together 76 to 80 : Met Through A Common Enemy 81-85: Met At A Concert 86-90: Met At A Bar 91-95: Met At A Mallplex 96-00: Met Through A Common Lover how did it work out ? (Roll 1D10) 1 to 4: Happy Love Affair 5: Tragic Love Affair (Goto 6B) 6 to
7: Love Affair With Problems (Goto 6C) 8 to 0: Affair Fasts and Hot Dates TRAGIC LOVE AFFAIR-TABLE 6B (Roll 1D100) 01 to 16: It just doesn't work 17 to 22: Your lover left John Dear note and jump 23 to 28: Lover on disease effect Incurable died 29 to 34: Lover died in crash 35 to 40: Lover disappeared/ Kidnapped 41 to 46: Personal purpose came
between you 47 to 52: Lover went crazy 53 to 58: Suicidal lover 59 to 64: Lover killed in fight 65 to 70: Prisoner lover (1D10 years) 71 to 76: Lover murdered by enemy (choose one) 77 to 82 : Lover left you for a friend (choose one) 83 to 88: Lover left you for the enemy (choose one) 89 to 94: The lover was just you at 95 to 00 : Lover stole 1D10 x 100 euros
from you and split love relationship with problems - Table 6C (Roll 1D100) 01 to 07: Your beloved family hates you 08 - 14: Your beloved friends hate you 15 to 21: Your family hates your lover 22 to 28: Your friends hate your lover 29 to 35: The lover wants to see other people 36- 42: You want to see other people 43 to 49: You separate 50 to 56: You
constantly fight 57 to 62: One of you madly jealous 63 to 68 : Your lover is messy around 69 to 74: You're dirty around 75 to 80: Ex-lover wants you dead 81 to 87: Chemical affiliation lover 88 to 93: Lover is in a coma 94 to 00: lover has married mutual feelings-table 6D 1D10 if applicable) 1 : They Still Love You 2 : You Still Love Them 3 : You Still Love Each
Other 4 : You Hate Them 5 : They Hate You 6 : You Hate Each Other 7 : You're Friends 8 : No Feelings Either Way 9 : You Like Them, They hate you 0: they love you, you hate them like, the enemy, and call jobs (FE&amp;C charts) what is below the charts that the game master can use to generate random jobs for non-player characters, and to flesh out
friends, enemies, and contacts. Follow the die-rolling instructions, or select an entry, and continue as shown below the charts. Determine NPC gender by rolling 1D10. On a weird roll, a man. On a roll even, it's a woman. 01 - 20 : Legally Employed (Roll 1D100) :01 - 06 : Accountant07 - 13 : Clerk (Retail or Otherwise) 14 - 19 : Construction Worker20 - 25 :
Courier 26 - 31 : Doctor/Nurse32 - 37 : Engineer/Technician 38 - 44 : Janitor45 - 50 : Pilot 51 - 56 : Secretary57 - 61 : Scientist 62 - 68 : Social Worker69 - 75 : Student, College 76 - 80 : Student, K-1281 - 87 : Teacher, College 88 - 93 : Teacher, K-1294 - 00 : Truck/Bus Driver 21 - 35 : Street Trash (Roll 1D100) :01 - 02 : Assassin03 - 07 : Bartender 08 - 11 :
Bodyguard12 - 15 : Bouncer 16 - 20 : Cab Driver21 - 23 : Con Man 24 - 26 : Convict27 - 28 : Counterfeiter 29 - 30 : Drug Cooker31 - 36 : Drug Dealer 37 - 40 : Ex-Convict41 - 44 : Fixer/Fence 45 - 49 : Gang Member50 - 53 : Hooker (Non-Licensed) 54 - 58 : Junkie59 - 62 : Mercenary 63 - 65 : Netrunner66 - 69 : Nomad 70 - 72 : Prostitute (Licensed)73 - 74 :
Ripperdoc 75-78: Ronin79-82: Smuggler 83-88: Salesman St. 89-90: Techie 91-94: Thief/Burglar95-00: Vagrant 36-50: Legal/Emergency (Roll 1D 100) :01- 05: Bounty Hunter06-20: Police (going under chart 1.1) 21 to 36: Fireman37-40: Lawyer 41 to 55: Paramedic56-61: Prison Guard 62 to 75: Private Investigationor 76 to 90: Police Rentals 91 to 95:
Retired Police (go below chart 1.1)96 to 00: Rebel 51 to 65: Organized Crime (Roll 1D10): 1: Assassin2-3: Bodyguard 4: Bookie5: Counterfeit 6 -8 : Enforcer9 : Minor Boss 0 : Netrunner (Go to Subchart 1.2) 66 to 79 : Corporate (Roll 1D10) :1 : Assassin/Ninja2 : Corp Cop/Security 3 : Doctor/MedTech4-5 : Employee (Clerk, Secretary, Etc.) 6: Executive Jr. 7:
Senior Executive 8: Netrunner9: Samurai 0: Technician (go below chart 1.3) 80 to 89 : Fun (Roll 1D10) :1: Actor2-3: Artist 4: Athlete5: Disc Jockey 6: Media (Go Under chart 1.4)7 to 8: Rocker 9: Dancer0: Writer 90 to 00: State (Roll 1D10): LEDiv Agent (Go Under chart 1:1) 1.5)2: Assassin 3 to 6: Military (going to Subchart 1.6)7: Netrunner 8:
Official/Politician9 - 0: Techie FE&C Subchart 1.1 - a variety of police used only if the police or retired police were rolling in 1.0 to determine who divides the NPC/with. (Roll 1D100) 01 to 03: Internal Affairs Department (IAD) 04 to 08: Administration 09 to 13: یتینما شخب   (NetSec) 14 - 18 : هژیو تاقیقحت   : 33 تقرس 29 -   : 28 نواعم 24 -   : 23 لتق 19 -   (SIn) 34 - 37 :

بوکرس دحاو  گروبیاس   : 41  - 38 تاوس )  ) کیتکات هژیو و  یاه  حالس   (CSU، MaxTac, C-SWAT) 42 - 46 : Riot Section 47 - 50 : Airborne Patrol 51 - 67 : Cruiser Patrol 68 - 82 : Traffic Patrol 83 - 98 : Beat Patrol 99 - 00 : HiWay FE&amp;C Subchart 1.2 - Organized Crime specifically West Coast Organizations. هورگ هچ  ندرک  ادیپ  یارب  دوش  یم  هدافتسا   NPC هب. هتسباو 
لور 1 )D10) 1 - 4 : Yakuza (9  - 8 ییایلاتیا ) لوا  هجرد  رد   ) ایفام  : 7  - 5 ینپاژ )  : Triads ( یبونج یاه  ییاکیرمآ  رگید  و   ) اه ییایبملک   : 0 ینیچ ) ) FE&amp;C Subchart 1.3 -- تکرش هک  ندید  یارب  هدافتسا  دروم  یاه  تکرش   NPC هب هتسباو  . (Roll 1D100) 01 - 03 : Arasaka (CP, CR1) 04 - 05 : BioMass Laboratories Group, GMbH (ERI) 06 - 08 : Biotechnicia (CP) 09 - 10 : Consolodated
Agriculture (IF1.4) 11 - 13 : Diverse Media Systems (RB) 14 - 16 : Dornier AeroSpace (NO) 17 - 19 : Euro-Business Machines Corporation (CP) 20 - 21 : Fujiwara (PRS) 22 - 23 : Hilliard Corporation (RGUK) 24 - 25 : Imperial Metropolitan Agriculture, PLC (RGUK) 26 - 28 : InfoComp (CP, ERI) 29 - 31 : International Electric Corporation (CR1, DS) 32 - 33 :
Kendachi (PRS) 34 - 35 : Lazarus Military Group (CR2) 36 - 37 : Matsushima-Kiroshi (PRS) 38 - 40 : Merrill, Asukaga, &amp; Finch (CP) 41 - 43 : MicroTech (CP) 44 - 46 : MiliTech (CP, CR2) 47 - 49 : Mitsubishi/Koridansu (DS) 50 - 52 : Network News 54 (CP, RB) 53 - 54 : No-Ahme Caldwell Genetic Engineering &amp; Biochemicals (NO) 55 - 56 : Ocean
Technology &amp; Energy Corporation (IF1.1) 57 - 59 : Orbital Air (CP) 60 - 61 : Peak &amp; Derrera (ERI) 62 - 64 : PetroChem (CP, CR3) 65 - 67 : Raven MicroCybernetics (ERI) 68 - 69 : RepliTech (DS) 70 - 71 : Revolution Genetics, Inc. (IF1.3) 72 - 73 : SegAtari (PRS) 74 - 75 : یوروش تفن  یناهج  عیانص   (CR3) 76 - 77 : تکرش یاه  یروآ  نف  نافوط   (NT) 78 -
ناگنوس : 79 عیانص   (PRS) 80 - 81 : نوسنات هورگ   (PRS) 82 - 83 : اون ارت   (DS) 84 - 85 : یمومع طباور   ) ربب یاهوراد  تکرش  )S) 86 - 88 : Trauma Team International (CP) 89 - 90 : Tsunami Design Bureau (ERI) 91 - 92 : Utopian Corporation (DS) 93 - 95 : یناهج یربخ  تامدخ   (CP) 96 - 98 : تاطابترا هکبش   WorldSat (CP) 99 - 00 : ZetaTech (CP) تسیل هک  عبنم  یاه  باتک 

تسا ریز  ففخم  .دوش  یم  هداد  زتنارپ  رد  مان  هب  یاه  تکرش  رد  تایئزج   : CP = Cyberpunk 2020; CR# = ؛ تسا مجح  نآ #  رد  هک  تکرش ، شرازگ   ERI = Edgerunners Inc.; RB = Rockerboy; NO = Near Orbit; PRS = Pac Rim Sourcebook; RGUK = ناتسلگنا هب  نشخ  یامنهار  ; DS = ؛ اضف قامعا   NT = وئن لیابق  ; IF#.# = Interface magazines, where #.# indicates Volume and
Issue, respectively. FE&amp;C Subchart 1.4 - اه هناسر  عاونا   (Roll 1D10) 1 : TV News Reporter 2-3 : Journalist 4-5 : Photojournalist 6 : Anchor Person 7 : Cameraman/-woman 8 : Sound Technician 9 : Sports Caster 0 : Combat Reporter FE&amp;C Subchart 1.5 - Types LEDiv Agents (Roll 1D10) 1 : Administration 2 : Corporate Investigation 3 : Criminal
Investigation 4 : Drug Enforcement 5 : Intelligence 6 : Organized Crime 7 : Records 8 : Science/Tech 9 : Secret Service 0 : Special Operations FE&amp;C Subchart 1.6 - Military Jobs Used to find affiliations of Military NPC's. (Roll 1D100) 01 to 17 : Air Force, Enlisted 18 - 20 : Air Force, Officer 21 - 37 : Army, Enlisted 38 to 40 : Army, Officer 41 - 57 : Marines,
Enlisted 58 - 60 : Marines, Officer 61 to 77: Navy, Register 78 to 80: Navy, Officer 81 to 97: Government Forces, Register 98 to 00: Government Forces, Officer APPENDIX 1 - Cost Chart for Fraternity Advantage When Creating a Character with Fraternity, you must first decide what type (family, blood, or Workgang) and to what group tied it. When this is
done, you will check the appropriate column (see below). Each type of fraternity has four different aspects, and each aspect has five levels, with zero rating through four. Choose which level you wish to take in every aspect, and add them together (you must spend at least 1 point). This will give you a SP fee of between 1 and 16 points. Depending on the
personality dependence on the group, and the relative strength of the group, this number can be relatively high or relatively low. Levels of separate aspects should be noted, and can only be changed through role-playing. No IP may be spent to increase these levels. If not maintained properly, some levels may drop during a game. The increase should be
determined by both GM as well as the player, although the word GM is final in any dispute. Below I have three different Akhavans and their different aspects listed. Family (specific) rank (how much authority you have)Costs Soldier0 Sergeant1 Lieutenant2 Captain3 Leader4 Clan in favor (how many people you have to top) No likes you0 you have few friends
in a well-respected clan2 You have several enemies in clan3 well liked by all4 tribes size (few members Your clan has) 10-100 members0 101-200 members1 201-300 members2 301-400 members3 401-500+ members4 clan resources (your clan wealth) Hapless - your clan has no resources0 fighting - your clan has a few resources available to the poor1 -
your clan has some comfortable 2 resources - your clan gets rich with some spare3 - your clan has very few pressing need4 blood (certain bands) Rank Greenie0 Punk1 Homeboy2 Bloodboy3 Gang Lord4 Gang Fame You All 0 You Have Little Friends Inside Gang1 You Have Few Enemies Inside Band3 You Are All Ace Kool4 Gang Size Small Band (1-5
Members)0 Small Band (6-10 Members)1 Band Average size (11-25 members)2 large bands (26-50 members)3 large bands (51-100 members)4 grass bands without lawn couple of building1 a city Block2 two or three city blocks3 four to six city Blocks4 Workgang (Workganger special) RankCost Clan Member0 Lieutenant 2 Captain3 Tribal Elder4 favors no
likes you0 you have a few friends inside clan1 well respected2 you have several enemies inside clan3 well by all4 Workgang small band size (1-1 friend 5 members)0 small band (6-10 members)1 medium-sized band (11-25 members)2 large bands (26-50 members)3 large bands (26-50 members)3 large bands (26-50 members) 51-100 Members)4
Resources Workgang Destitute - Several Skin Suits, Not So Much Else.0 Fight - Bond Owns a Fliter or Poor Work Module.1 - Band has old OTV.2 comfortable - Bond has a different couple craft space.3 Wealthy - Bond owns a small habitat and multi-craft.4 APPENDIX 2 - charts the cost of contacts for the four-aspect advantage that contacts are rated by.
When you buy a call, you choose one of four levels in each aspect. Once you've chosen which stat level you want, you add the whole point together (with a minimum value of 1 point). This gives you the Ultimate Skill Point (SP) call fee, which will be between 1 and 12 points. Skill levels define the abilities of the contact in your chosen career. Unskilled calls
have very little training and/or ability in your chosen field, resulting in adds 5 to 1D10 rolls when using your basic skill(s). Intermediate audiences are trained, but far from experienced. They add 10 to the 1D10 roll when using the skill. Professional calls are masters of their careers, and can make a comfortable life do whatever it is for them to do. They add 15
to the 1D10 roll when using a skill. Experts are the best of the best and people who have their own skill levels are rare. They add 20 to the 1D10 roll when using a skill. The level of contact skill may, in the GM option, increase through the game. But it's one of the hardest elements that changes about a call, because it reflects his talent and skill. Fame
measures the status of a call in relation to what it does or is. The higher the reputation of a call, the more traction it may have in its business. While it can be seen as a rating measure, it can also be a measure of how popular, famous, or respected a call is. The reputation of a call can change, just like the power of a player character. This is usually done with
an increase in status, promotion, or well-publiced activity involving calls. Availability measures every now and then a call can be called in to a hand-assisted computer. When trying to get in touch with a call, or see if he is available, roll 1D10 and compare with the number should roll. If the number is equal to or exceeds the number, the call will be ready for
help. If not, he is out, and may (or may not) call, at his own convenience. Calls may be more or less available depending on many aspects, including your app (crowded contacts will be harder to reach), your desire to deal with computers (people you don't like tend to avoid talking to), and restrictions on your private life Who have been arrested or who spend
time in a hospital will be harder to keep taking). Through normal play, a GM can decide whether a call depending on the life of the call at the time has more or less reached it. Contacts who have had good relationships, businesses or otherwise would be more willing to talk or meet with PCs. Reliability is a measure of your contact loyalty to you. At this time of
changing the right loyalty and friendship, it's good to know who your real chums are. Reliability reflects the possibility that he will sell to opponents, reveal secrets about you to others, rats on you, lie to you, or otherwise turn against you. If a call is ever harassed by the police or (say) the mafia in relation to you, the chance to sell you for personal gains, or if
your loyalty is compromised in any other way, GM should secretly roll 1D10 and compare it to the rank of betrayal on its own. If the rolling number is equal to or exceeds the number, the call will betray you. The reliability of a call may change depending on its relationship with the computer. Sometimes, contacts are just unreliable bastards, and they won't go
out of their way to protect computers. The reliability of the call may fall in conjunction with a computer under several different circumstances, including over-use (the call may feel used), and infidelity (such sentiments may result from extending the name of the call to your friends, or giving up his name to the police under investigation). Reliability can be raised
by bribing calls, helping him once in a while, or keeping in touch cordially. Unskilled LevelCost Skill (5+1D10)0 Medium (10+1D10)1 Professional (15+1D10)2 Expert (20+1D10)3 Reputation 0-20 3-51 6-82 9-103 Rarely (Should Roll 3-51 6-82 9-103) 9+)0 Sometimes (must roll 7+)1 often (should roll 5+)2 always (should roll 3+)3 unreliable reliability (betrayal in
3+)0 reliable (betrayal in 5+)1 very reliable (betrayal in 7+)2 ultra reliable (betrayal in 9+)3 APPENDIX 3 - chart Costing for advantage resources when creating a character with resources, you first have to decide which company the character is used with. Failure for resources has four different aspects, and each aspect (except position) has five levels, zero
points through four. The position has ten levels, a score of zero to nine. Choose which level you wish to take in every aspect, and add them together (with at least 1 point). This will cost you SP between 1 and 16 (or up to 21, if the position is not limited). Depending on the personality dependence on the company, and the relative strength of the company, this
number can be relatively high or relatively low. Levels of separate aspects should be noted, and can only be changed through role-playing. No IP may be spent to increase these levels. If not maintained properly, some levels may drop during a game. Increase It is determined by both GM as well as the player, although the word GM is final in any dispute. The
position is a rough value, equal to the rank of a company within its company. The total monetary listed is an approximate salary (in Eurodellars) that is earned as long as the company is doing well each year (look at the financial situation). The position also defines what an employee can reasonably request, as far as the company's resources are concerned. It
is largely up to GM's interpretation, and should be based on corporate respect, and both the company's financial situation and size. For example, the CEO of a local mom &amp; pop company that goes bankrupt can't afford to keep a single hit squad cracking in the maintainer. GMs are encouraged to limit characters from starting above the executive level.
Respect is a sign of how other employees in the company feel about you. The more people like you, the less likely you will be to stab you in the back, and the more likely you will be to lend help and support your efforts. However, no matter how much people think of you, there's always someone willing to put a cold piece of steel between your shoulder blades.
The size of the company should give you some idea how many company employees work for it in general. This abstract total includes all employees around the world, including soldiers, security, and undercover agents. The financial situation shows how well the company performs as far as earnings are concerned. A company that is bankrupt or struggling is
probably more likely to lay off employees than one that is stable. Sustainable companies are making enough of a profit to pay all their employees, with little remaining. Thriving and prosperous companies are more likely to open new offices, expand their current product lines and hire new employees. Also, each ranking lists a pay multiplier that is multiplied by
corporate salaries to take his total per year. For example, an executive working for a thriving company makes a little over $90,000 a year, while his counterpart at a bankrupt company will pull a little over $20,000 a year. Resource position (your rank in the company)slave fee wages - you share a chamber with someone, $20,000/year0 assistant manager - you
have your own chamber, $30,000/year1 Admin - You have a somewhat larger chamber, $45,000/year2 Executive Jr. - You share an office with someone, $55,000/year3 Executive - You have your own office, $65,000/year4 Head of Department - You have a bigger office, $75,000/year5 Department Chief - You have a Large Corner Office, $90,000/year6 Vice
President Jr. - You have a big office, $120,000/year7 Vice President/Executive Vice President - You have a giant office Corpus $150,000/year8 Chief Executive Officer – You'll respect your floor, $200,000+/year9 (how your colleagues feel about you) No likes you.0 You have a few well-respected friends.1 most.2 You have several enemies.3 well powered by
all.4 corporate sizes (corporate influence) local Mom &amp; Pop Company (10+ Employees)0 Small National Corporation/Large Local Company (500+ Employees) 1 Large National Company (10,000+ Employees)2 Small International Companies (100,000+ Employees)3 Major International Companies (500,000+ Employees)4 Financial Situation (How the
company is doing) almost bankrupt (pay multiple x 1/3)0 fight (pay multiple x 1/2)1 stable (multi-double payment x1)2 thriving (pay multiple x1.2 5)1)2 3 affluent (multi-double payment x2)4 appendix 4 - learn more about the specific damage and damage their effects have rolled when repeating certain disadvantages are forced to buy out with IP in order to be
treated. However, damage can be treated during character creation, before the game begins, but this may cost the character some of the money that GM must determine based on the extent of the damage being repaired. The list of detailed minor burns the character has received minor burns at an accidental body location. The burns have healed properly
and the wound is minimal. If hitting the place of the roll leads to head/facial burns, reduce the character ATT by -2. Serious Burns has burned the character over a large part of her body. Roll 3 random locations. These areas have been severely injured. If hitting the place of the roll leads to head/facial burns, reduce the character ATT by -2. If a specific location
is rolled more than once, use the following instructions: If the location is limb, most muscle and sino have been burned. This will make the organ useless. Every good medical specialist recommends amputation. If the area is trunk or abdomen, the wound is severe. Reduce the body and REF by -2 each. If the location is head/face, reduce att by -5 (to at least
1). The character cannot grow hair. Stab wound(s) character has been stabbed or cut by an edged weapon. Apart from dramatic cracks, though cosmetic, scarring, the wound has no effect on the game. See the impressive Oscar roll. Gunshot wound: Went clean through the character at times slug at a random body location, but it went right through him with
very little tissue impact. The character wounds as impressive on oscar rolls. Gunshot wound: The projectile surrendered, removed the character was shot and the bullet surrendered itself inside his body. Surgeons were later able to get the projectile out. The character has scars from wounds and surgery afterwards on a random body location. Gunshot
wound: The projectile surrendered, never removed the character was shot and his bullet was lodged inside an accidental body location. However, due to another reason or reason (dangerous location of wounds, medical care, etc.), the projectile was never removed. The bullets show up on X-rays, and may set up metal detectors. Gunshot Wounds Sliced, the
character's large exit wound is shot in a random place yet again. But this time, the round created a very large exit wound that collapsed on the other side. Either this, or shot ammunition to characters of some particular nature (explosive, hollow dot, glaser, etc.) was helped to a large portion of lost meat. Whatever the reason, the character has a dirty wound. If
the place is rolling limbs, it is useless. If the trunk or abdomen is rolled, the body reduces the personality to -1. Poor fractures improve the character of bone fractures in the arm or leg, and it has improved poorly. All skill rolls are made while using said limbs at -2. If the limb is one leg, reduce MA by -2 as well. Damaged internal organs through one of her
character's misdeeds is damaged and/or lost internal organ, or part of one. In the case of missing or somewhat missing limbs, the personality could have removed the kidney or lung, as well as parts of the intestines, liver, stomach, whatever. The exact detrimental effects are up to players and GM, though losing points of body characteristics is a good place
to start. For example, someone who has a dropped bladder may have to urinate frequently, or in worse cases, wear a catheter continuously, while people with a lung or kidney may act as normal, though missing the lung may reduce MA or body significantly. The damaged organs, on the other hand, indicate faulty organs that may (or may not) prolong the
character, and must be replaced if the destruction continues. Skull fracture: Minor brain injury will hit your head injury to something harder than your skull, resulting in minor brain damage (-1 INT). Skull fracture: The character's major brain injury was battered on a really hard head, resulting in major brain damage (-2 INT) and occasional blind headaches (5%
chance per day, non-cumulative). Shrapnel the unmoved character, for whatever reason, is carrying around pieces of stuff in his body. This can include anything from small metal bomb covers, to buckshot, broken into pieces of glass. Although not serious (yet), such things may pose problems later in life, as well as possibly the launch of metal detectors. The
character's missing teeth has some teeth removed. Roll 1d10 and consult the following chart to see how many are lost : 1-3 : One Tooth, 4-5 : Two Teeth, 6-7 : Three Teeth, 8 : Four Teeth, 9 : Five Teeth, 10 : Six Teeth. Personality may be troubled by chewing solid foods. Missing fingers/character toes, via mishap or design, is missing 1d6 random fingers or
toes on the hands or toes. Fingers can reduce REF when hand eye coordination is required, while missing more than half of the toes in one leg can reduce MA -1. The missing eye lost the sight character in one of his eyes as disad in -4 blind. The ear is lost to the ear character, or your inner ear is seriously damaged enough to cause permanent damage. He
suffers from disbanded -4 hearing loss/deafness. The lost nose of the character is either physically lost to your nose (got it shot off, whatever), or severely damaged your sense of smell. In both cases, he loses his sense of smell. In the case of real physical nose loss, your ATT has been corrected by -2 as well. Amputation of limbs/hands/feet is lost through
misery, illness, or injury, the character of the hand, foot, arm, or leg. Effects disad on every missing limb. A back injury was achieved for one reason or another the character suffered a serious back injury. He can't lift heavy loads easily, and new injuries may exacerbate the old load. For the purposes of the game, the character is limited to using only half of
his body's characteristics when determining how much weight he can carry. Oscar has received impressive scarring somewhere on her body. Although the damage caused by the wound had little or no permanent effect, it acts as an unmistakable feature as at any disadvantage of the same name. Appendix 5 - Jailpath every year in prison a 1D10 roll
character on the table below. 1-3Nothing happens this year 4-7Luck, good or bad 8-0Make friend or enemy roll 1D20+ odds. If the result is +19 then you have had good luck, otherwise you took a hit. Good Luck (Roll 1D8) 1: You are undergoing braindance training. Get +2 to INT or skill-based technology so you have a useful skill in time for your release. 2:
Back to school. Earn +2 to have general education/knowledge or special knowledge skills. 3: Hard physical education. Earn +2 to one endurance, feat of strength, athletics, swimming, etc. 4 : one year hard work. You work your ass for a year breaking stones or working in one of the nasty physical jobs they shaft bad prisoners with. Interest +1 BOD or STR. 5:
You pick up the new deputy. Obtain +2 to one of Streetwise, Pharma, Choice Lock, Pocket Selection, Gambling, Resistance to Torture/Drugs or Intimidation. 6: Someone owes you a favor. He's out now 7: You learned from weapons or cache equipment from someone else inside (probably left overs from DD. As soon as you're relieved you've collected the
D10 x 200 eb value. 8: early release, return to the normal Lifepath table and roll again for this year. 1: Horribly wounded or punished while being interrogated, or in a fight or brawl inside the prison. -1 ATTR. 2: BrainBurned. : Hate a barrage of authority figures (a cool roll at -2 not to freak out when authority comes down on you or attempt to deal with any
authority figures in day-to-day activities like security checks, etc.). 4 : (for injury or for some mental problems) for 1D10 months. 5: Drug addiction. You're stuck in what they're smuggling inside and your addiction has followed you to the outside world 6: You were the subject of a proper disease or chemical tests without your knowledge and consent (-1 REF or
BOD). 7: Serious injury, you lost limbs. If you can pay for it from your starting budget you can replace it with cyber organs, otherwise you had a transplant instead, not necessarily from the right skin of tone, etc. 8 : collect debt. You managed to pick up sizeable debt this year (taking cigarettes, for bribing guards, keeping your habbit, etc.). You still owe D10 x
300 eb to someone who can collect even outside. Out.
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